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1. Introduction 
Let k be a field and L a purely inseparable extension of k. If some k-scheme X 
(which is necessarily affine) satisfies L Ok XG AL, it is called a form of A’ with 
respect to L : k. Such forms abound, and were studied for example by P. Russell 
[6] and Kambayashi, Miyanishi and Takeuchi [4]. Russell gave, among other things, 
an explicit presentation for the affine algebras of all forms X that carry a group 
structure. The latter authors studied the Picard scheme of forms of A’, and 
classified the forms which are either birational to A’ or have arithmetic genus one 
(this can happen only if p= char(k) =2 or 3). Moreover, they give an example of 
genus (p - 1)/2, which is due to Rosenlicht. 
The governing theme of this paper is: Which natural numbers g can occur as 
arithmetic genus of a form X of A’? We have to impose a serious restriction: We 
always suppose that there is some field kCKC L, [K : k] =p, such that K@ X= 
Ax. This strong assumption is rewarded by the simplicity of the results: In the 
third section, we completely determine the singularity at infinity of K@ C, where 
C is ‘the’ regular completion of X, and in Section 4 we show: g is the arithmetic 
genus of some form X if and only if g = +(p - l)(i- 1) for some i E IN -pN. (This 
is closely related with a result of Tate on nonconservative function fields.) By com- 
plete determination of the singularity of K@C, we mean: The completion of the 
local ring at infinity on K@C is isomorphic to KIT’, TpI for some i not divisible 
by p, and all such i may occur. 
In the fifth section, we attempt to give a presentation for the affine algebra P(X), 
but we succeed only partially. Call X paraffelizable, if sir,,, is generated by one 
single differential form. This happens for instance if X admits a group structure. 
For parallelizable X, we deduce a presentation similar to Russell’s: 
XGSpec(k[Y,Z]/(YP-bo-cZ-b,ZP-bZZ2’-*.*-bnZnP)), b,+O. 
The genus of X turns out to be +(p - l)(np - 2). We also offer some evidence that 
the parallelizable forms are those for which a(X) needs the least number of 
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generators in a sense. A simple proof is given that n(X) is always generated as an 
algebra by two elements over the subring k[B(X)P] = k[T]. Section 5 closes with 
some remarks on the Picard groups and the canonical divisor of forms. In par- 
ticular, it is noted that K@C is Gorenstein at infinity. 
In Section 2, we discuss some generalities about forms of A’. We present a 
method of defining them via kernels of certain derivations, which is a slight refine- 
ment of [4, II 61. This method was developed further in the author’s thesis [2], and 
we only use it as far as necessary. The paper as a whole is an improved version of 
the second chapter of the author’s thesis. 
Finally, we list some conventions and notations in force throughout the paper: 
k is a field of characteristic p, [K : k] =p. This means K= k(a) where a= ape k- kP. 
A form of A’ is always a k-variety X with K&XZ~A~. @ means Ok unless 
specified. All rings and algebras are commutative. n denotes completion of a local 
ring, _ denotes normalization. k is the algebraic closure of k. When we talk about 
genus, we always mean the arithmetic genus g =p,(X) = dimk H’(C, Oc), where C is 
the complete regular model of X. 
2. Generalities on forms of the affine line 
Let always K > k be a purely inseparable extension of degree p, K = k(a), ap E k. 
Any form X of the affine line is a smooth affine k-curve. X has precisely one point 
at infinity, i.e.: If C is the nonsingular projective model of X, then C-X is a 
singleton {Pm}. k(P,) is either k or K (see proof of Lemma 1.1 in [6]). 
2.1. Lemma. If k(P,) = k, then C is smooth. (More generally: If kc d is a DVR 
with residue class field k, then K@ @ is also a DVR.) 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that K@ C is regular. Then K@C is the model of 
K@Xz A’, so K@Cz IP’, and C is smooth by descent. Let z be a generator of the 
maximal ideal of B = op_. Then (K@O)/~.(K@@)zK@k is a field, so the 
maximal ideal of K@ d is generated by n, whence flKopo, z KQ B is a DVR. ??
If C happens to be smooth, then K@C is the model of K@XzA’, so K@Cr 
IP’, and C is a form of the projective line. In general, C will not be smooth; in a 
way, the genus of X reflects the failure of C to be smooth. One knows that forms 
of IP’ are trivial for pf2, so we can say in this case: The model C of X is smooth 
iff XZ Ipi - (point} (iff the genus of X is zero). Moreover, X=AA’ iff the point 
taken out is k-rational. 
Twisted forms with respect to a faithfully flat ring extension can always be 
described by Amitsur cohomology, and for purely inseparable extensions of height 
one by cohomology of p-Lie-algebras. We need a description which is as simple as 
possible. It resembles the latter approach, but its properties are deduced directly 
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from Amitsur cohomology. We do not give the full theory here, but only what is 
needed. The interested reader is referred to [2]. 
Let X = Spec(A) be a form of A’. Then K@A IK[ T], and if we denote by ~3 the 
canonical k-derivation K -+K with a(a) = 1, we have: 
A =Ker(aA)CK@A. 
(By abuse of notation, aA = a~& (K@A).) 
Let (p be an isomorphism K@A +K[T]. Then v, gives rise to a derivation 
D: K[T]*K[T], D=q18~p-‘, with 
AnKer(D)cK[T], D(a)= 1. 
D is not a K-derivation, but the property D(a) = 1 is equivalent to D - aKIT1 being a 
K-derivation. Thus, there exists a unique FEK[ T] with D = a + F. a/aT, 8 = a k[Tl. 
We compute explicitly what condition a pair D1 = a + Fl a MT and D2 = 
8 + F2 - NIT have to satisfy in order to make A 1 = Ker(D,) and A2 = Ker(D2) k- 
isomorphic. We assume that A, and A2 have been obtained by the above con- 
struction. (This is not always possible, and the appropriate condition on D1, D2 will 
be explained below.) From the above, it is clear that KQA;%K - Ai =K[T]. Thus, 
an isomorphism A, +A* is given by some affine transformation w : T -aT+ b, 
a E K*, b E K, such that I,u-‘(A~) =A,. This means that A, equals also Ker(Dz y/) = 
Ker(ly-‘DzV/). w-‘Dzv/ is a k-derivation with value 1 on (r, so ry-‘Dzy/= 
a + G + SIT, and we can get G cheaply by evaluating in T: 
G = y/-‘D,cy(T) = v-‘D,(aT+ b) 
. 
We claim G is equal to Fr . If not, Al is in the kernel of D, - ry-‘Dzw= 
(F,-G).a/aT, and this kernel is K@/aT)=K[TP]. From K.A,=K[T], it is 
obvious that A 1 C K[ Tp]. We rephrase this as a lemma: 
2.2. Lemma. With the notation from above, it is necessary for Al =AZ that D, and 
D2 are conjugate by an affine transformation I,Y, and this is obviously also suf- 
ficien t. 
Furthermore, D1 and D2 are conjugate iff there is a E K*, b E K with 
F, = a(a) - (T-b)+a(b)+a.F, 
a 
. 
2.3. Remark. In [2] a condition is given characterizing those FE K[T] such that 
Ker@ + F - iVt3 T) is a form of K[ T] . The condition is equivalent to (a + F - d/a T)p = 
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0, but easier to compute. The sufficiency of the last condition was already proved 
in [4, Lemma 6.11. 
In Section 5 we will have to use DP = (a + F. a/8T)P = 0, where D is obtained from 
a form X= Spec(A) as described above. This follows since Dp = (u, 0 aA0 o-‘)~ = 
qaApq-l=O (recall ap=O). 
3. Structure of forms at infinity 
Let K 3 k be as in the previous section. Set a = op E k - kP. 
3.1. Theorem. Let d be a local k-algebra such that the normalization of S = K@ P 
is isomorphic to K[T](r,, the local ring of the origin in A’. Suppose moreover that 
47 is regular but S is not. Then there is a presentation 
SIK[~,S]/(SP-Z~~ u), u~K(x,s]*, pii. 
n corresponds to a parameter of @’ (i.e. to a generator of the maximal ideal of a). 
For the proof of this theorem, one proves first: 
3.2. Proposition. Under the hypotheses of 3.1, one has a presentation 
8s k[n][s]/(sP -a-xf) for some fEkln)[s]. 
One can even assume that f has degree less than p in s. Again, R corresponds to a 
parameter of 0. 
Proof of 3.2. Let 7r be a generator of Ra(0). Then @/x6 = K (6 maps to K since 
S does; and 81718 = k is excluded by 2.1), and is finite over kin)/(x) = k. Since d 
and kllr) are complete, 8 is finite over k[lr]. If see sr^ is a preimage of a~ 
K= 81~8, it follows by Nakayama that 8 is generated by 1, so, . . . , .$‘-’ as a k[zJ- 
module. If we map kazr)[s] to 8 by s-so, the kernel will contain a polynomial 
sp - g, ge k]n][s] of degree <p in s. Calculating mod 71, we see that necessarily 
g=a, and that sp -g is irreducible. So we may write sp- g =sp - a - zf, and for 
reasons of dimension we have 6 z kln][s]/(sP - a - xf ). Again, deg,(f) is less than 
Pm ??
Now we prove 3.1. The difficult point is to make u into a unit. By 3.2, S^Z 
K@8zK[n][s]/(sP-a-xf), deg,(f)<p. To be more precise, we know that 
fc V:= kin]-span of 1, s, . . . , s p-‘. By setting sl=s--(x (~EK!) we get 
(*) s^z K[lr][s,]/(sf - 7t e g) where g = f(s) = f(sl + cl). 
We have the z-adic valuation u : Kllr] - (0) -+ IN. u can be extended to 
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u : KInl[s] - { 0} + IN by o(h) = max{ i : ni 1 h} . 
u(h) = min(o(fj)), and similarly for h’= C jjs{. 
If h = C fisj, fj E Kin!, we have 
We want to change (*) in such a way that u(;rrg) is not divisible by p. The idea 
is to collect successively p-th powers from 7tg and stick them into $‘. Write 
g = ne - g,, gl E V,g, not divisible by II. 
By induction, we shall define elements qi E K]z] (i >O), such that for Si :=sI + qi 
(in particular q1 =0) we have 
(**) G K[n][sJ/(&s; - 7rdi) - gi) canonically, with gi E V= CE-’ k[n](.si + ay, 
gj not divisibl e b y R, and the sequence e(i) strictly increasing. 
The construction will continue as long as e(i) is still divisible by p. We will have to 
show, then, that the construction cannot go on forever. 
For i= 1 define q1 = 0, e(1) = e + 1. If the sequence has been constructed up to 
index i, and e(i) is divisible by p, we write gi = Ci- ‘fj(s, + ay’, fj E kin]. Let Cj be 
the constant coefficient of -4. Some Cj must be nonzero, because R {gi. By (**), 
~4’). gi is a p-th power in S and also in the normalization 5 -of s^. But s^ -sK(T] 
by hypothesis, and p divides e(i), so gi is itself a p-th power. Since s^ */Ra(g I) z 
$/Ra(Z?)s K, gi mod Ra(g) is a p-th power in K. NOW Ra(Z?) = (n, sl), and this 
means gj mod Ra(S) is just C,“_;d CjCrj, K. If this is to be a pith power, only co 
can be nonzero, and it is the p-power of some z E K. NOW put qi+ 1 = qi -2. TT~~)‘~, 
i.e., Si+ 1 = Si - z * 7Wp. Then we get: 
& KQnl[s;+ I]/(sf+, - rre(‘)(gi - zP)), 
and by construction gi -zzp must be divisible by X. So extract all factors n from it 
to get a presentation (**) for the index i + 1 as wanted. gi - zP is in V, and so is 
&+l* 
Assume now the construction stops at index N. We rewrite (**) by writing again 
s for SN. Then s1 becomes s- qN9 and gN has the form c,“;d &(.s-- qN + a)‘, 
fj E klsrl. gN mod(s s) is c c@ (as above, cj is the constant term of 4). Exactly as 
before, not all Cj vanish, so gN is nonzero mod(n, s) and is even a unit in KQn][sl. 
But owing to the s-adic completeness of 2?, which is clear from the presentation, we 
can change ‘[s]’ to ‘Is]‘. This gives 2?~ Kin, s]/(sP- nefN). gN), gN a unit, which is 
the conclusion of the theorem. 
We still have to show that the construction cannot continue indefinitely. Assume 
it did. Then the qi converge to some qE K[zj, and the Zdi)gi converge to zero in 
the x-adic topology of s^. Because s^ is 7r-adically separated, (**) gives (.s, + q)P = 
lim(si + qi)‘= lim(nd’)gi) = 0. But we know that 5 is a domain (its normalization is 
KIT]), consequently s1 = -q in 9, which implies s^=k]~]. This contradicts our 
assumption that S is not regular. •l 
3.3. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 3.1, 
s^zKKgT’, TPjCKPTj, pfi, 
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where Tp corresponds to a parameter of 0. 
Proof. K[rc, sl is complete and therefore henselian. Thus, any l-unit in it (i.e. any 
element congruent 1 mod(lr, s)) has an i-th root in K[~c, SJ (recall p {i). So we can 
write u = wi - c, CE K*, w a l-unit (U is as in Theorem 3.1). Then K~R, sJj = K~wR, ~1, 
and with n’= WR we get s^~Kirr’, sI/(sp- c. rrli). 
s^ is contained in s^ -Z KI T 1. The equation sp = c - 7~‘~ can be solvable by elements 
of K( T1 - (0) only if up = c+ ri for some u, r E K*. Now we get by setting n”= z‘/r, 
s” = s/u that 
~~KK(R~, s”~/(uPs”P- cri,“i) =K[R”, s”)/(,y”P- nni), 
and it is easily seen that the latter ring is isomorphic to KiTi, TPB via S”H T’, 
II”- TP. Cl 
Now we can prove one half of our main result: 
3.4. Theorem. If X is a form of A’, then the genus of X is equal to +(p - l)(i - 1) 
for some integer i not divisible by p. 
Proof. Let C be the complete regular model of X. g=p,(C). If C is smooth, then 
K@CzlPk as remarked earlier, so g=pa(K@C)=O, and the theorem is true in 
this case. 
So we may assume Cnot smooth, i.e., K@C must be singular in the point Q over 
the point P= C-X. Let @’ = O’c, , . Then S : = K@ 0 z oKBc, Q. The normalization 
Y of K@ C is IP’, and the point Q’ over Q must be K-rational because of Y- Q’= 
K@C-Q=K@Xz&. Thus s=O,,’ is isomorphic to KITltTj, and S is not 
regular. Therefore all hypotheses of 3.1 are fulfilled, and Corollary 3.3 yields 
s^zKiTi, Tp] for some i with p{i. 
Set h := dim,(K[Tl/K[ Ti, Tpl). We claim: 
(a) g=h, (b) h=+(p- l)(i- 1). 
If both claims can be made good, the theorem is proven. 
To prove (a), we note first that g=pa(C)=pa(K@C). Write D:=K@C. Then 
DZ IP’. If we consider #D as an OD-module, we have an exact sequence 
since Q is the only nonnormal point of D. The sheaf 8”/tIQ is supported only on 
Q. We look at the long exact sequence: 
o-No(~~~)~Ho(~~~)~HO(~~/~~)~HI(PI,)~H’(~~)~H’(~~/~~). 
The last term is zero, and H”(tiD) = @(@B) =K. Thus we get 
h’&) =h”(8-&$$ + h’(flD) 
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= dim&/S) + 0 (DE P) 
= dimK (3 7s) (s/S is torsion, thence complete) 
= dim#[TI/K[T’, P]) = h. 
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(Compare Hartshorne [3, p. 298, ex. 1.81.) 
(b) If H is the submonoid of n\r generated by p and i, it is obvious that h equals 
the cardinality of IN -H. It is easily seen that H contains every number from pi 
onward. On the other hand, if n =xp+yi<pi, x,y~ n\l, then x and y are uniquely 
determined by n. So card(Hn [O,pi- 11) is the number N of pairs (x, y) E N2 with 
xp+yi<pi. These pairs are exactly the points with integer coordinates in the rec- 
tangle spanned by (i, 0) and (0,~) in lR2, which are below the diagonal joining (i, 0) 
to (0,~). For reasons of symmetry, and because (i, 0) and (0,~) are the only points 
with integer coordinates on that diagonal, N equals one half the number of integral 
points in the rectangle, minus one: N=+(p+ l)(i+ 1) - 1. We then have 
card( h\l - H) = card( [0, pi - 11) - card(Hn 0, pi - 11) 
=pi-N=+(p- l)(i- 1). 
Remark. This can also be proved by more general methods. H is a so-called sym- 
metric monoid. See Angermiiller [ 1, p. 2701. 
3.5. Remark. Kambayashi, Miyanishi and Takeuchi [4] show: 1 is the genus of a 
form X of A’ iff p =2 or 3. (They use the general notion of form, as in the in- 
troduction.) We shall prove in the next section that Theorem 3.4 is best possible: 
all numbers allowed there actually occur as genera of forms of A’. 
4. Construction of forms 
Our procedure can be formulated as follows: 
4.1. Proposition. Assume the following: 
(a) Y = Spec(A) is a regular plane curve with a point P. 
(b) K@ Y is smooth outside the point Q over P and birational to A’. The nor- 
malization of K@ Y has only one point over Q, and this point is K-rational. 
(c) Y possesses a completion C such that C- Y is a smooth point. 
Then X= C- (P) is a form of A’. 
Proof. C is the model of X. K@C is smooth outside Q, and its normalization is 
IF’;, since K@ Y is birational to A’. The point in IP’ over Q is K-rational, and 
therefore 
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K@X=K@C- (Q) =lPk- (K-rat. point}sAk. 
4.2. Corollary. Assume that, in addition to the hypotheses of 4. 
K@ Y in Q is isomorphic to the localization S of K[Ti, Tp] in 
(T’, Tp), for some i@pN. Then p,(X)=j(p- l)(i- 1). 
Proof. Exactly as in the proof of 3.4, one deduces 
p,(X) ‘p,(C) = dim&/S) = dim(K[T]/K[Ti, Tp]) 
=+(p- l)(i- 1). 0 
cl 
1, the local ring of 
the maximal ideal 
When we construct forms of A’ by the method of 4.1, the most technical part is 
to get the point C- Y smooth. This has to be done by explicit calculation (resolution 
of plane curve singularities by blowing up). 
Fix a number i with pf i for the rest of the section. 
Set A := k[n, t]/(tp - a- n’). Here 71 and t are variables, and a= (yp (recall 
K= k(a)). 
4.3. Lemma. (i) Y := Spec(A) fufills conditions (a) and (b) of 4.1. 
(ii) Y fulfills the extra condition of 4.2. 
Proof. We have to show A is regular, and smooth outside 
K@A =KK[q t]/(tp -a-7+)ZK[qtl]/(tf--&) 
one point P. 
via t, = t - a. Then Q will be the origin in Ai. One checks that K@A is smooth 
outside the origin, thus A is smooth except in the point P under Q. We must show 
the regularity of A in tnp= A f3mo = A n(n, t,). Certainly n E mp, but A/cwA is the 
field K, so (71) = tnp, and A,, is regular. 
From the above it follows that K@A G K[ Ti, Tp] with normalization K[ T]. 
proves (ii) and also shows that the normalization of K@A has only one point 
the origin, and that point is K-rational. El 
This 
over 
4.4. Theorem. Y as defined above satisfies condition (c) of 4.1: the regular complete 
model C of Y has only one point at infinity, and that point is smooth. 
Proof. Taking the affine equation of Y and projective coordinates (n : t : s), we see 
that the closure of Y in lP2 is 
C= V(tP-asP-7+sP-i) for i<p; 
CO = V(tpsi-P - asi - 7ri) for i >p. 
We have to desingularize Ce. The only (possibly) singular points must have s= 0. 
In the first case the only candidate is Q = (1 : 0 : 0), in the second case Q = (0 : 1 : 0). 
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Taking affine neighbourhoods with coordinates (x, y) = (t/n, s/n) and (x, y) = 
(Z/Z, s/t) respectively, one gets a description of Co near Q= (40): 
V(xP - ayp-ypmi) for i<p; 
V(y~-P_ayi_xi) for i >p. 
To finish the proof, we need the following proposition: 
4.5. Proposition. Let the plane curve D be defined by an equation 
c xq + b xPyy + y’ with 
(*) p+yzq+6>0, c#O and 
(**) gcd(@)= 1, q#O, 6#0. 
Then the desingularization of D has only one point over 0 ED, and that point is 
smooth. 
Proof. We may suppose q 26. Assume first 6 = 1. We claim that 0 is already a 
smooth point. This may be tested over E. One sees that f:= cxq + bxpyY + y is in 
(x, y) - (x, Y)~, and therefore R[x, y]/(f) is regular, i.e. smooth, at 0. 
Now assume 6 > 1. From gcd(q, 6) = 1 it follows that q > 6. We blow up the origin. 
Let D’ be the proper transform of D. Let u = y/x, u =x/y. One checks that 
D’fl Spec(k[o, y]) has no points with y = 0. D’n Spec(k[x, u]) is defined by cxVm6 + 
b~+y-6uy+u6, and the only point with x= 0 is x= u = 0. Define 4 = v - 6, 
/7=8+)+6, r’=r, 8=S. Then the numbers q, b, jj,8 fulfill (*) (since 
B+~=P+y-G+yrp+y-Grq+~-~=~=~+~), and also (**). By induction 
over q + 6, the desingularization of D’ satisfies the conclusion of 4.5, and conse- 
quently the same is true for D. 0 
Now let us return to the proof of 4.4. Assume i<p. If we blow up the origin in 
A*, the proper transform V’ of V= V(xp-ayp- yp-‘) will be described by 
xi_axiuP_uP-i and the point x= u = 0 is the only point of V’ over the origin of 
V. This equatioi fits into the conditions of the Proposition 4.5, so the theorem is 
proved in this case. The same goes for the case i >p: blow up once to obtain a curve 
-~P-axP~i+ui-P , and apply the proposition. Cl 
We can restate all this in a theorem: 
4.6. Theorem. A natural number g is the genus of some form of A’ if and only if 
g= +(p- l)(i- 1) for some number i not divisible by p. 
Proof. The only if part is Theorem 3.4. 
The if part is given by the above construction of X. By Lemma 4.3(i) and 
Theorem 4.4, we may apply Proposition 4.1 to yield thatt X is a form, and by 
Lemma 4.Jtii) and Corollary 4.2 the genus is the desired one. 
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4.7. Remarks. From Tate’s results in [9] one knows: If L is a function field in one 
variable over k and g(K@L) =0, then the genus g(L) is divisible by (p- 1)/2. If X 
is a form of A’ and L = k(X), one can show g(k(X)) =p,(X). Moreover, K@ k(X) z 
K(T). Thence a part of Theorem 3.4 is deducible from Tate’s result. On the other 
hand, we get a corollary to [9]: g(L) may be ‘almost’ any multiple of (p- 1)/2. 
Stichtenoth [8] has classified the ‘minimal examples’ L/k with g(L) = (p - 1)/2, 
g(K@ L) = 0. 
5. Description of forms by generators and relations 
We are not able to give an explicit presentation for all forms X= Spec(A) of A’. 
So we need a definition: 
Definition. A k-variety X is parallelizable if ax/k is a free fix-module. 
Example. If X is a smooth group variety, then X is parallelizable. In fact, SZX,k~ 
T*@ p”“x, where T is the tangent space to the origin of X. The same holds if X is 
a homogeneous space under an algebraic group action. 
If A is a form of K[ T] , we can regard A as a subalgebra of K[ T] such that K@ 
A SK - A = K[ T]. Furthermore, A = Ker(D) with D a derivation as in Section 2, and 
TP~A. The subalgebra k[Tp] CA can be described intrinsically as A0 := k[AP] CA, 
since we have: 
Lemma. Zf K-A =K[T], then k[TP] =k[AP]. 
Proof. Clearly APC(K[T])PCKP[TP]ck[TP]. To get k[TP]ck[AP], write 
T=C tiai, riEK, aiEA. Then TP=C $‘ayEKP[AP]Ck[AP]. 
5.1. Theorem. Zf X= Spec(A) is a form of A’, we have four equivalent conditions: 
(i) X is parallelizable. 
(ii) Zf D = t3 + F ?? a/a T, then F is in K[Tp] module its linear term; the linear 
term is -a(c)T/c for some CE K. 
(iii) A is generated by one element as an AO-algebra. 
(iv) AZk[Y,Z]/(YP-b~-cZ-C~=,biZP’) with c,biEk, c#O. 
Proof. (iv)*(i). Denote by G the relation factored out. Then 
SZA,+((dY.A@dZ~ A)/(dY- Gy+dZ. GZ)z(A xA)/(O,c)=A. 
(i) *(ii). For reasons of smoothness and dimension, sZxlk is free cyclic. Regard- 
ing A as a subring of K[ T], we have a canonical isomorphism K @QA,k -+ S~K@A/K =
K[T] - dT. Therefore if Sz A/k=(y), then y must be c. dT for some CEK*. y has the 
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form C ui dbi, Ui, bi EA. Then c = C Uivf (’ denotes differentiation with respect to 
T). For uf#O, we have D(of)/of+F’=O: 
D(b;) --T-+F’= A (a(oJ)+F* u~+F’* 0;)~ 4 D(Oi)‘=O. 
Since 
0; 4 “i 
D(Ui) = 0 and D(uiof) _ D(Ui) I D(of) 
UiVf ui of ’ 
we have D(Ui Ol)/Ui Vf + F’ = 0, SO D(Ui of) + UiU;F' = 0, and 
D(c)/c + F’ = 0. Because c is a nonzero constant, F is in K - 
coefficient is -a(c)/c. (This may well be zero.) 
(ii)=, (iii). First change F to 
this can be summed to 
r+ K[ Tp] and its linear 
Fl := y (T-o)+a(O)+cF 
0 
f 
(this is permissible by Lemma 2.2). Now Fl is in K[Tp]. By 2.3, D1 = a + F,(a/dT) 
satisfies Df = 0. We calculate Df( T): D1 (T) = F, , Df (T) = DI (Fl) = a(F,), . . . , 0 = 
Df( T) = ap- ’ (Fl). Recall the definition of 8 : a( 1) = 0, a@) = i ! & I for 1s i<p. 
K=k(a) has a k-base l,...,a p- ‘. Then it is obvious that the exactness condition 
ape ‘(F,) is equivalent to ‘integrability’: there is a G in K[TP] such that a(G) = Fl. 
We claim that H:= T-GEA: D,(H)=a(G)-F,H’=F,-F,. 1 =O. Moreover we 
claim: A is generated by H over AO=k[TP]. Define A,=AOIH]=k[TP,H]cA. 
Then A is certainly integral over Al (even over A,). If we can show 
(1) Quot(A,)=Quot(A) and (2) Al is normal, 
then A =A1 and we are done. 
(1) is easy: Since [K(T) : k( Tp)] =p2, we have [Quot(A) : k(Tp)] =p2, we have 
[Quot(A) : k(TP)] =p, and it is enough to see that Quot(A1)#k(TP). But evidently 
H= T- G$ k(Tp). 
For (2), we show by the differential criterion that Al is even smooth: Send 
k[Y, Z] to Al by Y-H, Z- Tp. This map factors over k[Y, Z]/(Yp-I?), where R 
is obtained by raising the coefficients of H to the p-th power and putting 2 in the 
place of T. Then (a/aZ)(YP --a) = 1, so U := Spec(k[ Y, Z]/( Yp - R)) is smooth. 
Spec(A) is an irreducible component of it (actually equal to it), so it is smooth. 
(iii) * (iv). A = Ao[y], and we know that A0 = k[z] for some z. Then there is a 
relation yp=f( z ) f or some f~ k[T]. If f(z) is not a p-th power in k(z), Yp-f(z) 
will be irreducible. But if f(z) is a p-th power in k(z), then y E k[z] (since k[z] is nor- 
mal), and A =Ao, which is impossible. Therefore A = k[Y, Z]/(Yp--f(Z)). A is 
smooth, so (YP -f(Z), (YP -f(Z)),, and ( Yp --f(Z)), must generate the unit ideal. 
The ideal they generate is (YP-f(Z),fl(Z)), and this is the unit ideal iff f’(Z) is a 
unit. This means f’(Z) is a nonzero constant, and therefore Yp -f(Z) has the form 
as stated in (iv). Cl 
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5.2. Corollary. In the situation of 5l(iv), A is a form of A’ iff all bi and c can be 
chosen in Kp. 
Proof. Assume A is a form of A’. Following the proof (iv) * (iii), one ends up with 
A 2 k[ Y, Z]/( Yp - I?), and Z? has coefficients in Kp. The reverse implication is left 
to the reader. 0 
5.3. Remarks. Assuming the setup of 5.2, one can show: 
(i) Spec(A) has a group structure iff F=cZ+ Cy=, biZPi can be chosen to be a 
p-polynomial (bi = 0 unless pi is a power of p). 
(ii) Spec(A) is a homogeneous space under a group form of A’ iff F can be 
chosen to be a p-polynomial 
in 161. 
up to constant term. This agrees with Russell’s results 
We do not know whether 
elements as a k-algebra. 5.1 
in AO. But we can show: 
there are forms A which cannot be generated by two 
deals only with generating sets a member of which is 
5.4. Proposition. Any form A of k[ T] can be generated by three elements; more 
precisely, by two elements over A, z k[ Tp]. 
Proof. A is finitely generated and torsion-free over the PID AO. By the proof of 
(ii) * (iii) in 5.1, A has rank p as a module, so it is free on p generators. Let y E A 
be a generator of the field extension Quot(A) = A - Quot(Ao) >Quot(Ao). Then 
A, = (A&&, except for ttt E {ttti}, (mi> a finite set of maximal ideals of AO. BY 
freeness, [A/tqA : AO/mi] =p, so each of the algebras A/miA is generated by one 
zi over Ao/mi. (A/miA is uniserial, because A is Dedekind, so either it is a field or 
an algebra isomorphic to (Ao/mi)[t], tP = 0.) Pick z E A such that z=zi mod ttti. BY 
the lemma of Nakayama, A,i = (A,[z]),,, and therefore A = AO[ y, z]. ??
We conclude by adding some remarks on the Riemann-Roth theorem for forms 
of A’, and on the Picard group of such forms. Let X be any form of A’, g its 
genus, and OJ’ the dualizing sheaf on the complete regular model C of X. Then for 
any divisor D on C which has support in X, we have [4, p. 771: 
ho(D) - h”(oo @ P”)& - D)) = 1 + deg(D) - g, 
where deg(D) is defined as dimk(O(X)/mp) for D = P a point of X. Furthermore, 
U’ is an invertible sheaf. (Proof. It is sufficient to see that K@o” is invertible, and 
by loc.cit. this is equivalent to KQC Gorenstein. But by the calculations in the third 
section, we know that the local ring at infinity on K@C is analytically isomorphic 
to KiTi, TP B, which is a plane curve singularity.) 
This Riemann-Roth formula can be made valid for aN divisors D on C. Since C is 
regular, any D is linearly equivalent to a D’ whose support doesn’t contain 
P, := C-X. To make the formula hold, one has to define the degree of D in such a 
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way that deg(div(x)) = 0 for all XE k(C)*. Let Y be the normalization of K@C, and 
set deg(P) = dimk( Ux,,Pmp) = dim,(K@ d x,/K@mp) for PEX, and deg(P,)=p. 
By 3.3, K@mpoo=7r. Bc,p, and (K@mp,) =n.$ with l?eK(T’,T”), n corre- 
sponding to T p. Passing to the normalization g-, we find that 
deg(P,) =p = dim& -/7tg -) = dim& -/mp, - s^ -) = dim&/tt+_ - s). 
The definition of deg(P) may thus be restated including P= P, : deg(P) = degree of 
the scheme-theoretic preimage of P on YZ IP’. One easily sees that the preimage of 
div(x) is divy(x), so deg(div(x)) =O. We have assumed here C not smooth. 
As noted above, w” is invertible, so it has the form ec(Ko) for some K’E 
Div(C). Exactly as in the classical case, one sees from the formula by setting D=O, 
D=K’: h”(Ko)=g, deg(K”)=2g-2. 
5.5. Proposition. If X is a parallelizable form (for instance, a group form) of A’, 
then the genus g of X has the form +(p - l)(np - 2) for some n L 1, or the genus is 
zero. 
Proof. We may assume C not smooth (otherwise g =O). Let g = +(p - l)(i- 1). By 
general theory [3, III 7.111, o” =uOIP~ @/i-‘(9/*P*), where C is embedded in lPN 
with defining ideal 9. By [loc.cit. II 8.201, c()~N @n-‘(9/9*) Ix~w,&, since X is 
smooth. (II 8.20 is stated for algebraically closed k, so one needs nonsingularity of 
k@X.) Thus 8(K”)Ix PCO’ Ixa w,&~sl~,~. By hypothesis, Sz,,, is free, so K” 
must be linearly equivalent to a multiple of P,. Therefore p = deg(P,) divides 
deg(K’) = 2g - 2 = (p - l)(i - 1) - 2. After a short calculation, one finds that i + 1 is 
divisible by p, which implies the conclusion. 
Remarks. (i) The proposition can also be deduced from 5.1 by explicit (and longish) 
calculation. One sees that all n may occur in the statement above. Actually, n is the 
same as in 5.l(iv). 
(ii) It seems unlikely that all forms of genus +(p - l)(np - 2) are parallelizable. 
For p # 2 and g = 0 we can be more precise: X : = IP’ - {k-irrational K-rational 
point} is a form of genus 0, with Picard group Z/pZ. The isomorphism class of 
Qxlk corresponds to -2 mod p, so it is nontrivial, and X is not parallelizable. 
Now we turn to the Picard group. A lot of general theorems can be found in [4]; 
however, they assume k-rational points on X. For X any form of A’, the following 
is true: 
5.6. Lemma. Pit(X) is a finite direct sum of groups of order p. 
Proof. Let X= Spec(A) be defined by A = Ker(D) C K[ T], D = 8 + F - a/ilT (see 
Section 2). As noted in [4] and [5], a theorem of Samuel implies Pit(X) sULo, 
where L is the additive group of logarithmic derivatives D(f)/f E K[T], f tz K(T)*, 
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and Lo consists of the logarithmic derivatives D(c)/c of constants CE K*. Therefore 
L is annihilated by p, and we have for every D(f)/. in L that deg(D(f)/f) I deg(F). 
By exactly the same argument as given by Miyanishi and Russell in [5, p. 2841, one 
proves: Whenever logarithmic differentials h, , . . . , h, are independent over Z/p& 
they are already k-linearly independent. Therefore Pit(X) is an elementary abelian 
p-group of order at most pddeglF)+ ‘I. Cl 
The following remark is related to [4, 6.7.91 but much more elementary. 
5.7. Remark. (i) If the nontrivial form X has a rational point, then its Picard group 
cannot be zero. 
(ii) If X is nontrivial, then Pic(k, @ X) 20, where k, is the separable closure of k. 
(In characteristic 2, it can happen that X is nontrivial, has no k-rational points, 
and Pit(X) = 0.) 
Proof. (i) Let A = B(X). Then there is a maximal ideal m such that A = k@m. 
Assume Pit(X) = 0. Then m = (x), and x must be an algebra generator of K@A = 
K[ T]. So A = k@ m cK[x] cK(x], and since m’/m’+ ’ = k for all i, one sees A C 
k[xjJ. Thus k[x] CA cK[x] n k[x] = k[x], and X is trivial, contrary to assumption. 
(ii) If X is nontrivial, then ks@ X is also nontrivial as is well-known. Since X is 
generically separable over k, it will have (plenty of) points rational over k,, so one 
can apply (i) to k,@ X. 
The abovementioned example in char. 2 can be obtained as follows: Find K > k 
such that there are nontrivial forms Y of IP’. (For instance, lF,(.s, t)C lFz(s2, t) will 
do.) From Riemann-Roth, it follows easily that Y has no rational points but Pic( I’) 
is generated by a point P of degree 2. Take X = Y- {P}. 
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